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We present a generalization of the notion of topological structure on a set such that DI- or (L-) 
domains can be naturally given such topologies in a way making the continuous functions exactly 
the stable functions. As ordinary topological spaces give rise to locales, these generalized spaces lead 
to a generalized form of locale, that we define and explore. 
Introduction 
Denotational semantics and domain theory have existed for only some twenty 
years, springing from the pioneering work of Dana Scott, and by now can claim 
hundreds of papers every year. At first there existed only one basic type of domain, 
which could be looked at from two angles: as a kind of partially ordered set or as 
a kind of topological space. In the first case the right kind of homomorphism was 
a monotone function that preserved directed suprema; in the second case it was simply 
a continuous function. Then new kinds of domains appeared on the scene, the earliest 
being the stable domains of Berry [2], rediscovered by Girard [S]. These can be 
looked at as partially ordered sets, and then the homomorphisms are functions that 
not only preserve directed sups, but also bounded infs, that is, pullbacks. The other, 
topological side of the medal has so far been a mystery: Is there a kind of topological 
structure we can put on the sets of points of a stable domain such that the continuous 
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functions are exactly the stable ones? We will answer this question by slightly 
generalizing the definition of a topological space; we want to emphasize here that this 
new definition is very natural, and carries with it a lot of the geometrical contents of 
the classical definition of a topology on a set of points. An interesting concomitant is 
that we will also be able to get a definition for a generalised form of locale that will 
provide us with a form of Stone duality [7]: Given a continuous function between two 
topological spaces, we all know that the points travel in one direction while the opens 
go in reverse. This reverse direction has recently been found to be of interest for 
domain theory, because of its logical contents [l, 141. 
If f is a function and x an argument, we will denote the application off to x by 
either f(x) or $x, according to criteria we will not divulge. 
1. Preliminaries 
A dcpo X is an ordered set (order denoted by F) that has directed sups. In this 
paper we will deal only with dcpos with bottom (denoted by I). which we will call 
cpos, as the tradition goes. The definition of an isolated element of a cpo (also called 
compact, orfinitely presented element) is as usual. An algebraic cpo is a cpo such that 
every element is the directed sup of the isolated elements below it. We will write Xi, for 
the set of isolated elements of X. 
A poset X is said to have a multi-bottom family if it is a disjoint union of posets with 
bottoms: each connected component of X has a bottom. Having a multi-bottom 
family is equivalent to the following condition: 
( * ) For every XEX the down set xl = { y j J’ L x$ has a bottom. 
One direction is trivial, and the other is true because if .x0,x1 are in the same 
component, then the bottoms of x01 and x1 1 are identical, because x0 and xi can be 
joined by a zigzag. We say the poset X has multisups [9, 121 if for any subset A c X the 
set of all upper bounds of A, with the induced order, has a multi-bottom family A+. In 
other words, for every A c X there exists a set A + (possibly empty) of upper bounds of 
A such that, given any upper bound y of A, there exists a unique XEA ’ such that x F y. 
A + is called the multisup~family of A and every element of A+ is called a sup candidate 
for A. It is well known (exercise, or see [9, 121) that a poset X has multisups iff for 
every XEX the down set xl is a complete lattice. In particular, X has infs of nonempty, 
bounded sets. An L-domain is an algebraic cpo which has multisups. An important 
subclass of L-domains are the Scott domains: they are the algebraic domains that are 
consistently (co)complete, i.e. such that every bounded subset has a sup, in other 
words, such that multisup families have at most one element. An L-domain is 
distributive if for every XEX x_l is a distributive lattice. 
An algebraic domain X is said to be locully_finite (or have property I) if for every 
isolated XEX xl is finite. If X is an L-domain, we say XEX is prime if, given a set 
A c X, and YEA+ such that .x F y, there is ZEA such that x 5 Z. In a Scott domain 
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a prime is the same as what is often called a complete coprime: Given (yi)icr with 
y = supiyi in X, if y 2 x then there exists iel with yi 2 x (we can use a simplified 
terminology since there is only one kind of prime we will have to deal with.) A prime 
element is obviously isolated (the multisup family of a directed subset has obviously 
the sup as only element). Locally finite, distributive L-domains have the following two 
important properties (exercise, or see [S]): 
~ An element x is isolated iff xl is finite. 
- Every element is the sup of the primes below it (the domain is prime-generated). 
A distributive Scott domain with property I is called a DI-domain. An atom XEX is 
an element such that xl = {x, I}. It is trivial to see that in a distributive domain atoms 
are prime. A DI-domain which is atomic (such that every element is the sup of the 
atoms below it) is called a qualitative domain. A qualitative domain which is coherent 
in the Plotkin sense (Y c X has a sup iff every two-element subset of it has a sup) is 
called a coherent domain. Qualitative and coherent domains have a very simple 
representation theory, which is given in [S]. DI-domains also have a simple repres- 
entation theory, which can be found in [3]. 
Definition 1.1. Let X, Y be two L-domains. We say a functionf: X+ Y is stable if it is 
continuous (i.e. preserves directed sups) and preserves all wide pullbacks. Whenever 
(x~)~~{ is a nonempty family in X bounded from above thenf(infixi)=infif(xi). This 
definition seems to clash with the ordinary one of stability requiring that f preserve 
only binary pullbacks, but it coincides if X is distributive and has property I, as we will 
soon see. Suppose now X and Y are Scott domains; we say that f is linear if it is 
stable, and preserves the sups that exist. 
2. Bases and spaces 
Let X be a set of points. We will start with a well-known definition. 
Definition 2.1. A topological base 23 on X is a set 69 c 9X of subsets (the basic opens) 
such that for every XEX the poset BA,={LJ~gl XEU} of basic neighborhoods of x, 
ordered by inclusion, is filtered: U, VEB~ * there exists WEG?~ with W c U, V. 
This definition is trivially equivalent to the standard definition of a topological 
base. We propose the following generalization. 
Definition 2.2. A base (B, <) is made of a set BcCX, along with an ordering on 
g which is a suborder of the inclusion order, such that for every xsX the poset 
%?x = {U ~9 / XE U >, ordered by d, is a disjoint sum of filtered posets: every one of the 
connected components of Bx is filtered. 
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In other words, the new order d is what is used to compare basic opens; a point 
may turn out to have different “flavors” of neighborhood filters, pairwise incompar- 
able. The requirement that 93X be a disjoint union of filtered posets is easily seen (the 
old zigzag argument again) to be equivalent to the following condition: 
For every XEX, for every U, U’, V in Bx with U < V> U’ there is a WE~?~ with 
u3 W<U’. 
Examples 
If 99 is a topological base on X, then (99, C) is a base. In particular, if (X, &) is an 
algebraic cpo, its Scott base 21S is the set of all x T, with x isolated. X also gives rise to 
a simple base which is not topological: the stable base of X is defined to be (Br, <), 
where Br has the same elements as 23s but d is the discrete order: xt < yt iff x = y. 
Suppose now X has enough primes, e.g. is a DI-domain. Its linear base (BL, <) has for 
underlying set B,_ = {_x t ) x is prime}, and d is the discrete order too. 
Given a base (2, <) on X and XEX, we will denote by %.Z the set of connected 
components of %9’x. In other words, an element of @x is a class q c 93X for the 
equivalence relation U - V iff there exists a (finite) zigzag for the <-order joining 
U and V in 99%; equivalently (use filteredness of the component), U - V iff there is 
WESTI* with U 3 W< V. Given UEJ,, we will write [U] to denote its class in g’,. We 
will write Base(X) for the set of all bases on X. This set has a natural ordering we will 
denote in categorical fashion: we write (9, <)-+(W’, <‘) when 8’c# and 
U<Vimplies U<‘v 
Definition 2.3. Let (&, <) be a base on X. An open for 9 is a pair (U, p), where U c X 
and p is a function which to every XEU associates an element PEAR, in such a 
way that 
for every XEU there is V~p(x), with VC U, such that for every YE V we have 
VEp( y) (equivalently, [ V] = p(y)). 
In other words, an open structure on U is a way of consistently gluing basic open 
subsets of U. 
Examples 
Let B be an ordinary, topological base. Then, since Bx is always a one-element set, 
there is at most one open structure on any subset U of X and it exists iff U is a union of 
elements of 2; we capture the traditional definition. If X is a domain and 2 the stable 
base, then the elements of g’, are always one-element classes of the form {zt}, where 
z<x, ZEXis and g!, is isomorphic to the set of isolated elements below x. SO, if p is an 
open structure on U and XEU, p(x)= (zf) f or some z bx, and V in the definition 
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above has to be zt; so, we have zTc U, and, since for every yczf ~(y)=p(x)={zf}, 
the function p defines a partition of U which makes it a disjoint union of sets of the 
form zt. Conversely, it is easy to see that given any disjoint union U=ui zit, the 
function 
p(X)={Zit} if XEZzit 
gives a structure of open set on U, and that structure is unique. If X is a DI-domain 
and 33 the linear base, the same argument shows that U will admit a structure of open 
iff it is a disjoint union of sets of the form zt, where this time the z’s are primes. 
Given a base (99, <) on X, we denote by 2 the set of all opens (U, p) for 93. Given 
(U, p), (V, c)E&, we say U < V if U c V and for every XE U, p(x) = a(x). This obviously 
defines a partial order structure. There is an obvious forgetful functor, that is, 
a monotone function (g, <)--+(.PX, c). There is no guarantee that this is injective. 
For example, if X = {0, 1) and g=P(X) with the discrete order, there are two 
structures of open on X; call then p,o, with p(O)={ {0}}, p(l)={ {l}}, a(O)=((O, l}}, 
o(l)= { (0, 1)). Th us, the natural outcome of the completion of a base is not a sub- 
poset of (3X, c), but rather an object in the larger “comma” category Poset/(yX, c), 
where objects are morphism of posets (monotone functions) with codomain (9X, c), 
and morphisms commutative triangles. The process of base completion is easily seen 
to be a functor (I):Base(X)~Poset/~X. Given (9?, <) on X and UEB, we write 
pr, for the following structure of open set on U: 
p,(x)=[u]E&. 
The function t,iA : A?+& that maps U to (U, pa) is a morphism of posets. In fact, the 
family (5d).dEBrrsr,X) is a natural transformation from the inclusion Base(X)+Poset/X 
to the functor (I), as the reader can verify. 
Proposition 2.4. X, 2 as above. Let (U, p) be an open for SJ and VC U, VEB. Then 
( V, pv) d (U, p) ifSfor every ye V we have VEP( y). 
Proof. This is just because (V, pv) <(U, p) iff for every YE V p”(y) = p(y), but 
p,(y)=[V] always, and [V]=p(y) iff V~p(y). 0 
Definition 2.5. A pretoponomical space X is a triple (X, Ox, <), where (fix, <) is a base 
on X, such that ~c,:~-x+&:x is an isomorphism. This obviously implies that the 
forgetful functor P”x +.9X is injective. Given X, Y pretoponomical spaces, a continu- 
ous function is a function f: X+ Y such that the inverse image f-’ restricts to 
a monotone function (Liy, <)--+(a,, <). 
Since the process of base completion gives objects of Poset/gX rather than 
subposets of 9X, it seems natural to allow for a more general notion of pretoponomi- 
cal space than the one we use. This would time up nicely with Vickers’ theory of 
topological systems [ 141, and introduce some amount of intensionality in the continu- 
ous functions. In this paper we decided to take the more conservative approach, 
mainly to make things more traditional and, thus, hopefully, more accessible. It was 
also the case that at the time the paper was written we had no idea of how to handle 
Stone duality for pretoponomical spaces. Well, we know better now; first the referee 
pointed that the “intensional” approach was indeed more natural, and worthy of more 
consideration. Then with the help of Vickers’ persistent questioning we had the insight 
of how to handle Stone duality for pretoponomical spaces. Instead of fully rewriting 
the paper, we added an appendix on these matters; we would like to thank both 
aforementioned persons for their help in improving this paper. 
Proposition 2.6. Let (%, <) be a base on the set X. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (%, <) is a pretoponomJ> on X. 
(ii) There exists a base (A?, <I)-+(%, <) such that &YX is injective, %? is the image 
ofthat mapping and < the ordering induced by the one on 2’; in other words, % is 
obtained bq’ taking the completion of a base. When this happens, we say that 9I is 
a base for %. 
(iii) The following hold: 
(a) For every U < V3 U’ in 92, U n U’E% and U > U n U’< U’. 
(b) Given a,fumily (Ui)itl of '6 SUCII that Uin USE?? and Ui3 Utn Uj~ Uj for 
all i,j then U = Ui Ui~% and U is the sup Of (Ut)i,for the d-order. 
Proof. The proof of (i)*(ii) is obvious, since we can take V for @. Note that we can 
put the empty family in condition (iii)(b), thus getting that @E%? and is bottom for the 
d-order. In order to prove that (ii)+(iii), all we have to do is to show that, given 
a base (93, <) on X such that $+;PX is injective, (2, <) satisfies (a) and (b). So, let 
(U,,p,)6(C’,a)3(U2r~z). For ~EU,C-IU~ we can define T(X) by z(x)=pl(x)=pz(x). 
Let us show that r is a structure of open: first there are &‘c Ui, II$EB~, with 
JJE~= ~Epi(y). Since [W,]=pI(_x)=pz(x)=[W2], WI and W, are in the same 
component of J, and by filteredness there exists SE.~ with WI 3s d W,. Then 
trivially, SC Ui n U2 and SES + SET(S). To show (b), let (U,,P~)~~, be such that on 
every Uin Uj pi and pj coincide and are open structures; thus, we get opens 
(Uin Uj,pij) with (Ui,pi)3(U/in U,t,oij)<(Uj,oj) for all i,j. Let U be the union of the 
Ui. On U there is an obvious potential structure of open p: Given XEU, p(x)-p,(x) if 
XE Ui is uniquely defined. It is trivial to show that (U, p) is indeed an open, and that it 
is the sup for the <-order. 
We are left to show (iii)=>(i). Suppose % is such that (a) and (b) hold. Then % is 
obviously a base. Let (U,p)&. By Proposition 2.4, there exists a covering 
U= Uitl Ui, where U,E% and (Ui,o~~,)<(U,o). Choose i,j. For every XELJ~~ Uj since 
pu,(x) = pc,(x), there exists W,E~:, XE W, with Ui > W, < Uj. By (a), for all x, JJE Ui n Uj, 
W, > W,n I+.< WY. Since the W, cover Uin Uj, by condition (b), we get that 
Ui n Uj~~ and also that Ui 3 Ui n Uj d Uj. This being true for any i, j we can apply (b) 
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again and get that UE%. Since Uid U, the structures pa and p are obviously equal. 
The same kind of argument shows that if (U, p) <( U’, p’) then U < U’ and, so, V is 
a pretoponomy. 0 
Proposition 2.7. Let (Y, Cy) be a pretoponomical space and let 93 be a base for Cy. Let 
(X, 0,) be another pretoponomical space, andf: X + Y a function such that f 1 restricts 
on g to a <-monotone function 9+Cr,. Then f is continuous. 
Proof. If U is in (ily, we know that there is a family (Ui)iEl with Ui~~, (ii < U and 
Y the <-sup of the Ui. Therefore, sincef-’ preserves all Boolean operations,f - ’ (U) 
is uif - ‘(U,); by (iii)(a) above, monotonicity of f - ’ on 3, and preservation of 
intersection we have 
and, so, f -‘(U)E~“, and is the <-sup of the f-‘(U,) by (iii)(b). To show f-’ is 
monotone, let VE(~~ with U < V. Complete the family (Ui)i to a family (Uj)jEJ, JIZ, 
such that V=supj Uj. The same argument as above shows that f-‘(V) is the sup of 
the f- ‘(Uj), and in particular .f - '(Ui)<f -‘( V) for iEZ; then it follows that 
f-‘(U)<,f -l(V) by the fact thatf-‘(U) is a sup. 0 
Theorem 2.8. Let (X, F ), (Y, E ) be two L-domains. Then a function ,f: X-+ Y between 
the underlying sets is stable iflit is continuous,for the stable pretoponomy (for brevity we 
will call the latter condition stable continuity). [f X, Y are DI-domains, then f is linear 
ifs it is linear-continuous (meaning obvious). 
Proof. First note that, because of Proposition 2.7, to say that f is stable-continuous 
is the same as saying that for every YE I& the inverse image f ’ (yt) is a disjoint union 
of sets of the form z T, z isolated. In particular, the poset f ’ ( y r) c X, with the induced 
order (which most of the time we will denote by y/J; since it is a “comma category”) 
has a multi-bottom family. Therefore, because of ( * ) in Section 1, stable continuity is 
equivalent to the following condition: 
For every YE I&, xgy/f the poset xJny/,f has a bottom element which is 
isolated. 
So, assume that f is stable. Let y be isolated and x~y/f; i.e. y &,f (x). Then the set 
xl nf - ‘(y T) is bounded and nonempty; therefore, it has an inf, call it z, in X. Since 
f preserves bounded infs, z~y/f; and we are left to show that z is isolated. But since f is 
continuous, y/fis Scott-open and so there is ~VEXi,, wEy/f with w c z. But this forces 
z=w. 
For the converse let us assume thatf is stable-continuous. Then for every YE I& the 
inverse image of yT is obviously a Scott open; so,fpreserves directed sups, by some 
standard facts of domain theory. Let A c X be a bounded nonempty subset, with a as 
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a choice of an upper bound, and x its inf. We want to prove that f(x) = inf(f(A)). So, 
let y=inf(f(A)); we know that y z~(x). Let be KS be such that b c y. Since f(a) 7 6, 
we have a~f - ‘(b r) = b/f: But by assumption b/f is a disjoint union of sets of the form 
zf; therefore, seen as a poset, it has a multibottom family. Let z be the bottom element 
of the connected component of a in b/f: By connectedness, every element of A is in that 
component too. Therefore,f(z) is below every element of A, hence below x, and so 
f(z) &f(x). Since b &f(z), we get that b L f(x). Thus, we have shown that for every 
b isolated b r y implies b of, and that shows f(x)=y. This proves the first 
statement. 
The reader who has dabbled in stable domains will see that if we assume that X is 
distributive and locally finite, then in this proof we can replace bounded infs by 
ordinary binary pullbacks and recover the standard argument. This is because for 
every XEXis, xl is now finite. 
Let us now assume that X, Y are DI-domains. Suppose that f is linear. If YE Y is 
prime, we want to show that y/f is a disjoint union 
Y/f=u zit9 where zi is prime. 
isl 
We already know that y/f has the form above, where the Zi are isolated. So, pick a zi; 
since X is prime-generated, we know that Zi is the sup of a set A cX, where all the 
elements of A are prime. But f preserves sups, so f(zi)= supf(A); since y F f (zi) and 
y is prime, there is aEA with y K f (a). That means aEy/f; since zi is minimal in y/f; this 
forces zi = a. 
For the converse, supposefis linear-continuous. Let YE I&. y is the sup of a finite 
family (since yJ is finite) of primes (Ui)iE,. This can be restated by saying that 
Yt=n aiT. 
iel 
Since the inverse image f - ' preserves intersections, we get that y/f= ni Ui/f: But every 
set ai/'f is a disjoint union of up sets. That is, for every i there is a set Ji and a family 
(bi,j)jEJ,T bi,j~Xi,, with 
ailf= JJ bi,jt. 
jeJ, 
Therefore, an element ZEX is in y/f iff for every isI there is m(i)EJi with ZEbi,aci,t, i.e. 
Z 2 bi,.ci,. In other words, 
zEy/f iff there is a family (U(i))i,r, a(i)cJi with z 2 SUpiel bi,rrci,. 
This can be rewritten as 
where (supi bi.,ci,)t is the empty set when sup, bi n(i) is undefined. The set I is finite and, 
therefore, supis bi,,ci) is always isolated (remember, the sup of a finite family of 
isolated elements is isolated.) If a,p~n~~,J~ are two families, then if for some 
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i x(i)#fl(i), we have that r(i)7 and /I(i)T are disjoint and, therefore, (supi bi,,ci,) T and 
(sup, bi.pci,)l are also disjoint (if they both exist.) This shows that the union in (*) is 
disjoint and, hence, that y/f is stable-open: we have provedf is stable. 
We are left to show that ,fpreserves the existing sups. Let A c X have a as a sup. Let 
y be the sup off(A). Obviously, y&f’(a); let b be a prime with b of. This means 
uE b/f; since by assumption b/f is a disjoint union of sets of the form z 7, with z prime, 
there is a unique such that z with a 2 z. But z is prime and a is a sup; so, there is XEA 
with x 3 z. Then b &f(z) r= f (x) L y and since Y is prime-generated we have shown 
y=fk4 0 
We will call the category of pretoponomical spaces and continuous functions 
Pretopon. It obviously has Topol, the category of topological spaces, as a full sub- 
category. 
Proposition 2.9. Pretopon has products. 
Proof. We will only sketch the proof (see the next proposition for more details) for 
finite products. Let X, Y be pretoponomical spaces. Let 93’ c 9(X x Y) be the union of 
{U x Yl UEC’~}, {Xx VI VE@~} and {U x VI U, XEC~, V, YEO~, U<X, V< Y}. 
3 is ordered as follows: U x Y< U’ x Y iff U < U’, X x V<X x V’ iff Vd V’ and 
U x V< U’ x V’ iff U < U’ and V< V’. One then shows that 98 generates a pretopo- 
nomy, that the projections are continuous, and that the universal property holds. 
The terminal object’s underlying set is the one-point set { * >, and its only open set is 
the empty set! 0 
We will not say more about pretoponomical spaces because we need a stronger 
notion. The reason for this is that the poset of open sets does not have enough 
structure in pretoponomical spaces to allow for a Stone duality, that is, a practical 
notion of locale. It is easy to see, using simple examples (say coherent domains), that 
given domains X, Y, the set of stable functions X + Y is strictly smaller than the set of 
monotone functions C’r+Cc, that preserve all the structure that exists on Ex, (Tr, that 
is all existing sups and all pullbacks (c”, and Cy being the stable pretoponomies, of 
course). Also there is no condition guaranteeing that, given a pretoponomy (X, O,), 
the union uCccx U covers X. Hence some points of X may be inaccessible from the 
opens’ point of view. 
Definition 2.10. A toponomical space X is a pretoponomical space such that Crx is 
closed under finite intersection and the operation of intersection is monotone; that is, 
XEC’,, u, VEC’x j Un VEP,, and Vd V’ + U n V< U n V’. The category Topon is 
the full subcategory of Pretopon determined by the toponomical spaces. A base is said 
to be a toponomical buse if it gives rise to a pretoponomy that happens to be 
a toponomy. 
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Proposition 2.11. Topon has products. 
Proof. Again we will prove only the case of finite products. Let Xi, X2 be toponomi- 
cal spaces. Let 9#~9(X, xX,) be the set of all products Vi x U2, where UiEOx,. We 
say U1 x U2 < LJ; x U; iff Ui < Vi, i = 1,2. This trivially gives the structure of a base to 
a. Note that, given (xi ,.x2)~X1 x X2, @ty,,x,,~ (8*,),, x (cx,)x, by the correspond- 
ence that maps [U, x U,] to ([U,],[U,]). Let (W,p) and (IV,a) be two opens for 
98 on the same set W; by the bijection above, we can say p(x,,xz)=(p,(xl),p2(x2)), 
and the same for cr. Choose (yi, Y~)E W. For every x such that (x, y2)e W choose 
R,,S,E~~.~,~~~ with (R,,pR,)<(W,p) and (S,,~S,)<<(W,O). If we write R,=R1, x Rzx 
and S, = Si, x SZx, it is easy to see that on the set T= {x I (x, y2)~ W} = ux Rlx= ux R,, 
the functions pi and c1 each define a structure of open in gx,. But Ox, is a toponomy 
and, so, pi = g1 and, in particular, p1 (y,, y2) = g1 (y, , y2). The same argument shows 
p2( y, , y2) = a2( y, , y,); therefore, & is a pretoponomy, by Proposition 2.6(ii). To show 
that d is a toponomy, we are left to show that intersection is defined and monotone, 
which can be safely left to the reader. It is obvious that the projections 
7Q:(X1 xx& d)+(xi,8 x,, <) are continuous, and if Y is another toponomical 
space,f; : Y-tXi continuous functions, the unique function ( fi ,fi ) : Y+X, x X, with 
7ci 0 ( fi ,f2 ) =fi is continuous because ( fi, f2 ) - ’ (U 1 x U,)=f,-‘(U,)nf,-‘(U,) and 
intersection is monotone in both variables. The terminal object in Topon is the 
one-point set ( * }, but now both its subsets are opens. q 
It is obvious that the inclusion Topol+Topon preserves products; but we have 
paid a price for this strengthening of our definition, since linear pretoponomies are not 
toponomies. The world of nontoponomical pretoponomies is large, and totally 
unexplored but for the case of coherent domains and linear maps (where, amazingly 
enough, Stone duality holds in the guise of the involution XL1 E X); it definitely has 
a less “topological” character than the world of toponomies, and different methods 
will have to be used if we want forms of Stone duality. But at least we can construct 
a theory of locales for toponomical spaces. 
3. G-Frames 
Definition 3.1. A G:frume (G for generalized) (9, d, 1, *) is composed of an ordered set 
(2, <) and a commutative monoid (2, 1;) with the following added axioms: 
(1) is idempotent, that is, U. U = U always. 
(2) Whenever U, V are <-bounded, U ’ V= U A V; in other words, . is pullback 
when it exists. 
(3) Given any family (Ui)i,l such that for all i,j Ui. Uj= Ui A Uj, then the SUP 
Vi Ui exists. 
(4) The operation distributes over the sups that exist, i.e. U .(Vi K)= Vi(U. K) 
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Note that applying axiom 3 to the empty family shows that 50 has a bottom 1. 
Also, axioms 2 and 3 imply that (9, 6, I) is a dcpo and is consistently (co)complete, 
and axiom 4 implies that is monotone in both variables. A morphism of G-frames is 
a function F: _CF--+x that respects 1,. and the sups that exist. This forces I and < to 
be respected, too. We will use the notation GFr for the category of generalized frames 
and morphisms. Every frame [7] is a G-frame by taking for . , 1 its ordinary inf- 
semilattice structure. A G-locale is the same as a frame but the morphisms go in the 
reverse direction. The category of G-locales is denoted by GLoc=GFroP. 
Example 
If X is a toponomical space then (C x, 6, X, n) is a generalized frame, as the reader 
can easily verify. This association determines a functor P, ): Topon+GLoc. 
Let 56 be a G-frame. Note that since the operation is idempotent, the com- 
mutative monoid (1, .) determines an inf-semilattice structure on P?, with 1 as top 
element, whose order we can safely denote by c : 
UcV iff U.V=U. 
Axiom 2 implies that we always have U d V 3 U c V, just as in the concrete case when 
Y = Cmx. The c -order always has finite infs, but nothing more; no assumption can be 
made about the c-sups that may exist: the realm of sups is the d-order. 
Proposition 3.2. Given a G$ame Y and elements U, V, W, with U 6 V and U c WC V, 
then U < W. 
Proof. This is just because U = U. Wb V. W= W by monotonicity. 0 
Definition 3.3. A superbase on the set X is a pair (ti, <), where SIcb(X) and < is 
a suborder of the inclusion order, such that 9 is closed under finite intersections 
(in particular, XE.%) and d is preserved under the operation of intersection, i.e. 
u<v=+- UnW<VnW. 
A consequence of the definition is that whenever U d V3 W then U n Wd U and 
U n W< W, and this implies that for every XCX 9?x is a disjoint sum of filtered 
components: a superbase is a base. 
Proposition 3.4. Let (2, 6) be a superbase on Y. Then there is a natural G-frame 
structure (2, 6, 1, .) on the poset (2, <). Zf (X, 6)X) is a toponomical space and f: X+ Y 
a function such that f ~’ restricts to a d-monotone function B+Cx then there exists 
a unique morphism of G-frames f * :(g, 6, l;)-+(Gx, <,X, n) that extends f -l. 
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Proof. First note that for every JIE Y the operation n on .@,, is compatible with the 
equivalence relation, that is, if [U] = [U’] and [V] = [V’] then [U n U’] = [ Vn V’]. 
This is a trivial consequence of the axioms of a superbase, and, thus, an operation 
can be defined on the quotient @‘, by [U] [V] = [Un V]. The operation . is 
obviously associative, commutative, idempotent and has [X] as unit. Let (U, p), (V, o) 
be opens. We define (U,p).(V,a) as (UnV,t), where r(y)=~(y).a(y), and 1 to 
be [X,px]. We will leave it to the reader to show that z is an open structure and 
that (2, <, 1, .) is indeed a G-frame. Note that if c is defined on 3 as in the example 
above, we always have (U, p) c ( V, o a U c V but not the converse. This is because ) 
A? is not necessarily a toponomy since many open structures may exist on a 
given set. 
The proof of the second part is a trivial modification of the proof of Proposition 
2.7. 0 
Theorem 3.5. The functor CO, ): Topon-+GLoc has a right adjoint Yt. 
Proof. This is Stone duality, since we can then carve two large subcategories, sober 
toponomical spaces and G-locales with enough points, such that the adjoint pair 
restricts to an equivalence on these categories. First note that the category GLoc has 
as terminal object (I, l), which is the old terminal object of locales. Let 
99: GLoc+Set be the covariant representable functor Yt(U) = GLoc( {I, 11, 9’). In 
other words, we use the same notation for the right adjoint GLoc+Topon and its 
Set-component. Given elements x in 99(F) (an element of A(Y) is often called 
a point of 9’) and A in 9, we write XEA to mean that x(.4)= 1; if Uc9t(P’), we also 
write XE U to mean what it usually means! There is a function E: diU+Y(SV(F)) 
which sends AEY to (.*.E~P~(_c?)~x~,~}. Let &9c;P(9Pt(9)) be the image of E, i.e. 
.@ = E(9). We define the order < on .% as the transitive closure of the image of < by 
E, that is: 
U d V iff there exist a natural number n and elements 
Ao, . . . . A,-1,B1, . . . . B, of 6p such that Ai~Bi+l and 
U=E(A,), V=E(B,), E(Ai)=E(Bi) for O<i<n- 1. 
We claim that the poset (98, <) is a superbase, and that E preserves . and the sups of 
Y (that is, E sends to intersection). First, .% is obviously closed under finite 
intersection: if U= E(A), V= E(B) then Un V= E(A .B); also E(l)=.R(_!?). By Def- 
inition 3.3, it suffices to show that intersection respects <; let U< V and W be 
elements of .a. We claim U n W< Vn W. First there are AO, , B,, just as above, that 
ensure U< V. Let also W= E(C). Then for O<i<n- 1 
E(Ai)nE(C)=E(Ai.C)<E(Bi+,.C)=E(B;+,)nE(C) 
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since Ai’C<Bi+r . C. Because E(Ai)=E(Bi) for 1 <i<n, we get E(Ai’ C)=E(Bi. C) 
and since U = E(A,), V= E(B,) the sequence A. C, . . . , A,_ I C, Br C, . . . , B, C proves 
that 
Un w=E(A,.C)dE(B,;C)= Vn fK 
and that completes the proof of our claim (the proof that E preserves the G-locale 
structure is trivial). 
We can complete the base g to a G-frame (g, 6, 1, .), but the forgetful 
%Y: &+9(&(Y)) is not necessarily injective; thus, (&(9’),g) is not always 
a toponomical space. We have to iterate the construction a transfinite number of times 
to make sure that all possible open structures on a subset of 99(X) will collapse to 
a single one: if i is an ordinal, let (ai, Go), with ,91Ac.Y(&(X)), be given by 
- (SZIO, <0) is (2, <) above. 
- ai+r is the image of the forgetful ~#,:~‘,+.9(~r(X)), and GA+ 1 is the transitive 
closure of the image of <I by dZi. 
_ If i is a limit ordinal, &9A is Ua ( 1 gz and d i is u3L < ;, < 1. 
It is quite obvious that 9Ji, is always a superbase. Also obvious, the inclusion 
(Bi, G~)+(&I~, <,) is always monotone when 3.6 K. 
Lemma 3.6. For every XEX, I.< K the induced gL,x+8,.x is surjective. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. By induction on ti. If ti is a successor, ti = v + 1, then aK is just the 
(closure of) the image of &,. Let x~&(d;P), VEX!,,,. There is a structure of open 
c making (V, CJ) an element of &,, and we know (Proposition 2.4) that there is LJE~S”,,, 
with (U, pu) <( V, a) in 8,,; hence, U <, V. This shows that the function aV,.-g’,,. 
obtained by passing to the quotient is surjective; hence, sl,s+@K,x is also surjective, 
by induction hypothesis and composition. If K is a limit, for every x~Ypt(Y)), VEB~,, 
there is by definition v such that VE_%_. Then 
_ either v<L and then VE?~~,. and, so, [V] is in the image of gi,X+gK,X, 
~ or v > i and then by hypothesis @i.x+@V,x is surjective, and so [V] is in the image 
of @A..-+@!,.., being in the image of @V.X+gK,X, and that completes the proof of 
the lemma. Cl 
To prove that eventually (9SA, <A) is a toponomy we only have to show that for I_ large 
enough (&?A, d J-+(9SA+ 1, d A+ 1) is an isomorphism, since %i is “stuck in between”. 
But for every x~Yr(9?) there is i., such that @i,,\--+@,_ is always guaranteed to be 
a bijection (for all ti > %,), since a transcendental sequence of surjections (that is, an 
Ord-indexed diagram of sets all whose transition morphisms are surjections) has 
to stabilize eventually. Therefore, if we take I. to be the sup of the 1, then 
(22. <i)+(gA+r, dn+1 ) will be an isomorphism because the open structures on both 
superbases will have to be identical. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let (%, <) be the toponomy thus obtained, i.e. (%‘, ~)=(2~, Go) for 
i above. Let (X, 0,) be a toponomical space and f: X+&(_Y) a function such that 
f -’ restricts to &?,, =.@+C”, and is <-monotone. Thenfis continuous for ?Z. 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. We just have to show by induction on E, that f -’ : BA+Ox is 
monotone. If 3” = ti + 1, then by induction f -’ IS monotone on gK and by Proposition 
3.4 extends to a unique morphism 4 K+OX of G-frames. The conclusion follows from 
the fact that &;,--+gi is surjective. If 2 is limit, the conclusion is trivial since gi is 
UK<+&. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.5 (continued). We have constructed a toponomical space 
(&(_Y),V), and applying the forgetful C, ) to it yields %; since %? depends on dp, it 
would be better to index it, i.e. % 9, but this is ponderous and we will do it only when 
necessary. Let ~:%?+5? be the morphism of G-locales induced by the G-frame 
morphism, which is the composite of E: Y-tgO and the embedding gA,+%. We claim 
that E is a (co)universal arrow. Let (X,Cx) be a toponomical space and F: Ox+9 
a morphism of G-locales. For every XEX there is xe9r(6,) taking UEO, to 1 if XE U, 
to l. if not. Therefore, there is f: X-+&(Y) defined byf(x) =99(F) 0 X (remember, Pt 
is a functor, and X can be seen as a morphism of locales {I, I}-2). In other words, 
,f(x) sends AE_!? to 1 if xuEF(A), to I if not (F seen as a morphism offrames). It is 
trivial that (in the category of G-locales) Eof -‘=F, and Lemma 3.7 tells us that f 
is continuous. All that is left to prove is unicity forf: if g:X-+9%(d%) is continuous 
and Ecg-’ = F in GLoc then g =f: But this is simply due to the fact that the G-frame 
w is generated by the image &YO of the morphism 2’ +V of G-frames. The definition of 
what it means for one G-frame to be generated by a subset is perfectly unambiguous, 
even if the sup operation is infinitary and partial. Note, by the way, that G-frames are 
“essentially algebraic” structures, in the sense of Freyd-Scedrov [4], if we allow for 
infinitary partial operations. This is because they can be defined in terms of one 
constant 1, two binary operations A,. and a (large) family of partial operations 
(sup,),, where I ranges over all arities (cardinals). The “essential algebraicity” comes 
from the fact that everything can be stated in terms of equations, including the 
domains of the sup, operations, which can be defined via equations in A,. q 
Corollary 3.8. Given a base (g, <) on a set Y there is a smallest toponomy generated by 
9?l on Y with the universal property of Lemma 3.7. 
Definition 3.9. Let .Y be a G-frame. We say _Y is easy if in the construction above the 
superbase &J obtained by closing the image of 2-+9(9’pt(9)) is the base of a topo- 
nomy, i.e. ~+.JP(Ypt(2)) is injective. We say 2 has enough points if the universal 
_Y+2 in (GFr) is an injective function. 
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Proposition 3.10. Let 9’ be a G-frame. Then Y has enough points ifs the universal 
morphism of G-locales E : G~+6a above is an isomorphism. If 9 has enough points, it is 
easy. 
Proof. Since the morphism of posets _Y’-+ZJ’c&(X) is injective, we know the poset 
structure on 93 is simply the image of the order on 9 and there is no need to take the 
transitive closure. Therefore, 8 is a superbase for which condition (iii) in Proposition 
2.6 holds, and so is a toponomy. Hence, the inclusion B+%? is an isomorphism. The 
second part is then obvious. 0 
Exercise 3.11. Prove that a G-frame that satisfies the,following condition is easy: Given 
elements U, V, W with U < V and U c WC V then W< V (cf Proposition 3.2). 
Definition 3.12. A toponomical space (X,Lfr,) is sober if the universal map 
(X, ~,)-+(9t(Cx), $Zo,) is an isomorphism (homeomorphism?). 
Theorem 3.13. The category of sober toponomical spaces is equivalent to the category of 
G-locales with enough points. 
The proof of this is a matter of trivial abstract nonsense. 
4. Algebroidal spaces 
We will now single out two classes of domain-like toponomical spaces. 
Definition 4.1. We say a G-locale or G-frame 040 is algebroidal if every A E 6p is the sup 
of the <-prime elements d-below it, and l_ is <-prime. (Since there are at least two 
order structures on 9, we are fastidious about which one matters. Whenever we will 
call an element of a G-frame prime, we will always mean <-prime.) 
Proposition 4.2. An algebroidal G-locale _Y’ has enough points and the set (R(Y)), E ), 
where E is the specialization order (x c y tf for every AE_Y XEA =S YEA) is an 
algebraic cpo. 
Proof. Let _Ypc _Y be the subset of prime elements, and let it inherit the c -order (yes, 
we mean that one) on 9. 9, has a bottom element since I is prime and < is 
a suborder of C. Define ~:St(diY)+9(Yp) by [(x)={AE~‘JxEA). We claim that 
5 is an injective function whose image is the set of filters on (.5Fp, C) (a filter being 
a nonempty, filtered, up-closed subset), and that x 2 y iff ~(x)c t(y). If x is a point 
then the proof that t(x) is a filter will be left to the reader. 5 is injective simply because 
_Y is prime-generated: to know the value of x on Y, it suffices to know it on _Yp. The 
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same kind of argument shows that x z y iff t(x) c r(y). Now if 9 c _Y’* is a c-filter, let 
x: Y+{I, l} be given by 
x(U)= 
1 if there is AgYP, with Ac CJ, 
_L if not. 
We claim that x is a morphism of G-frames. We always have x(l)= 1 since 9 
is nonempty by definition, and 1 is c-above everything. Also, it is trivial to show 
that x respects the c-order. Showing that x preserves . is equivalent to showing 
x(U. V)= 1 iff x(U)= 1 =x(V). But x(U. V)= 1 implies x(U)=x(V)= 1 because 
x preserves c Now if x(U) = 1 =x(V), there are A, BE.~, with A c U, B c V. There is 
CE~, with A1Cc B, by filteredness. Hence, Cc A. Bc U. V, and this shows 
x( U. V) = 1 (remember, is inf for the c-order). Finally, to show that x preserves 
<-sups, it suffices to show that given an I-indexed family (Ui)i of elements of 9, 
X( Vi Ui) = 1 implies that there is i with X( Vi) = 1. But X( Vi Ui) = 1 means that there is 
DEF with D c Vi Ui; in other words, D. Vi Ui = D, or Vi D. Ui = D. But then, by 
primeness of D, there is i with D. Ui = D, and this implies X(Ui)= 1. Therefore, x is 
a morphism of G-frames such that 5(x)=9-, and this completes the proof of our claim. 
The fact that (9?(X), &) is an algebraic cpo follows now from standard theory: 
algebraic cpos are exactly the posets obtained by taking the set of filters over a poset 
with bottom, and giving it the inclusion order. Finally, we have to show that the 
canonical E: 9+9(&(X)) is injective. Let U, VEY be distinct. We always have 
U. VC U, U. Vc V, and one of the inclusions must be strict because otherwise we 
would get U = V. So, without loss of generality, we can assume U. Vf U. By assump- 
tion, U is the <-sup of a family (Ai)i of primes. Hence, 
‘JiAi#(ViAi). L’=Vi(Ai’ V) 
and there has to be i such that Ai #Ai. V, that is, Aim V. Now the up set AiT is a filter 
over the poset (_YP, c); so, ther e is a unique point x corresponding to it. Since Ai c U, 
we have XE U, but we just showed that x# V, and that shows that E(U) # E( V). Cl 
Let us look again at what we have: first, an isomorphism ~1: Filter(PP, c)+99(2), 
the inverse of 5 above. Now, for U ~2, we know that c((F)E U iff there is AEF, A c U. 
In particular, if CJE_Y~, this boils down to CC(F)EU if UEF. Therefore, the canonical 
sends an element U EL?,, to the set {9 / U EF} of filters, which is the same as 
(3 1 UTcR}. But since c on Filter(d;u,) is the same as E on Pr(X), and since the 
principal filters are the isolated points of the cpo 5?(X), we get that for every prime 
UELP~, EU is a (sub)basic open for the Scott topology on 99(X). Since E sends ,< to 
union on 9(99(X)), we also get that every element of 1;p can be identijied with a Scott 
open on Z+(X). Note that the formal relation c on Y now becomes a concrete 
relation of inclusion on 9(99(X)). 
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Algebroidal frames become interesting as domains if enough structure exists on the 
set of points to allow for recovery of the frame structure. In this paper we will take 
a simple-minded approach, that generalizes L-domains. This means that we are not 
much interested in compact opens (that is, elements of a G-frame that are <-isolated.) 
A G-frame should be called coherent, or spectrul if it is generated by its <-isolated 
elements, and if these are closed under The relevant chapters of [14] could be 
extended to G-frames, but this will not be done here. In particular, the case of 
“bifinite” (or M-) domains will not be considered. 
Proposition 4.3. Let Y he an ulyebroidal frame, and (X, F ) its cpo qf points. We will 
consider Y as u toponomy on X, to keep notation simple. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) (X, E) is UIZ L-domuin. 
(b) Gicen two primes A, BEF then A-B is a c-disjoint sum ef primes, i.e. 
A. B = Vi C,, where Ci is prime and Ci. Cj = I when i #j. 
Proof. If X is an L-domain then for x,y~X~, xT,yt are primes in 9, and the up set 
ix, J} + t generated by the multisup family is obviously x t. yf and will be a c -disjoint 
sum of primes, The converse is the same argument read backwards. 0 
Definition 4.4. A G-frame that satisfies the conditions above is said to be jbrous. 
A comparison structure (X, C, <) is made of an L-domain (X, E ), along with a partial 
suborder =$ c Xi, x Xi, of (the restriction of) L= subject to the following axiom: 
(0) if h += a r= L’ then for every dc(b, c>+ we have b E d 3 c. 
A comparison structure has a canonical base (2, <) associated with it: the basic opens 
are of the form ut (that is, the up set for the E-order), a isolated, and we have at < bf 
iffa~b.(~,~)isabasebecauseifx~XandaT~cT~bfinL/A,then,sincea5x7b, 
(u~}n{b~}=(a,b}ft isnonemptyand thereisauniquedE{a,b}+, withaLdAb, 
d L x, and since a 3 c < b, the axiom ensures that u 7 3 d 7 d b 7. 
Proposition 4.5. Given ut, b~~2JIx, we huve [at] = [br] in 3X $the sup candidate of 
u, b determined hq‘ x is <-ubove a, b. 
Proof. This is because a <-zigzag in X between a and b can always be simplified, 
using axiom (O), to a “one-step zigzag” a < d 3 b, where d is the sup candidate of the 
elements of the zigzag determined by x. It is then trivial to show that d is also the sup 
candidate to a, b. 7 
In what follows, we will use the following notation for sup candidates: if a F x 7 b 
then the sup candidate to u, b determined by x will be denoted a V” b. The operation 
V” is just the sup in the set xi. Let Y be an algebroidal frame. If AE_Yp, we use hA to 
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denote the principal filter Af in Filter(Yp, c). It goes without saying that the 
assignment A H hA is an isomorphism between 9’p and the set of isolated points of 9. 
Theorem 4.6. Let (X, F, <) he u comparison structure and (2, <) the base on X ob- 
tainedfrom it. Then 8 is a toponomy, and the G-frame -8 isfibrous. Conversely, $9 is 
a fibrous frame, the triple (.Yt(X), &, 6) IS a comparison structure, where h* < hB ifs 
B< A (A, B primes). This correspondence is an equivalence between the category of 
comparison structures (where a morphism is a function continuous for the toponomies 
obtained) and the category offibrous G-locales. 
Proof. First let us describe open structures: if (U, p) is a a-open, for every XE U choose 
UxEXis such that [a,t] =p(x) and ([a.~t],l)o,t)~(U,p). Obviously, 
(*) U=L_LrAt> 
(#) if a,Fx then u,<a,V”a,,>a,, 
the third claim being Proposition 4.5. Given U, we call a choice (u,),.~ of isolated 
elements obeying ( * ), ( l ), ( # ) a basic covering family for CJ. We can recover p from it 
by taking p(x)= [a,?]. Let (b,),,u be another basic covering family for U, and let D be 
the open structure it determines: a(x)= [b,t]. Given ZEU, since U,E U and 
ux bJ = U, there exists x with b, E aZ. By the same argument applied to b, there 
exists y with a, L b,. Since a, c a, uY V’a,=a, by a trivial property of sup and, so, 
aY < a, by ( # ). Then, by applying axiom (0) to a, 3 a, E b,, we get that a= > b,, since 
aZ = a, V’ b, (this last argument is dual to Proposition 3.2). b, E z and, so, we can apply 
( # ) again: we have b, < b, V’ b,. Therefore, a= and b, can be joined by a <-zigzag, 
namely a,, b,, b, V’b,, b,; hence, p(z)=o(z) and this shows that open structures are 
unique and % is a pretoponomy. From now on we consider the opens as subsets of 
9(X). The relation U < V is easy to define with basic coverings: if (~~)~~u,(b~)~~~ are 
basic covering families for U, V then for every XE U we have [a, t] = [bJ] in gx and 
this is the same as saying a, $ a, V” b, 3 b,, by Proposition 3.2 once again. 
We now show that $ is a toponomy. First let U, V be opens, and choose basic 
coverings (QxaU5 (b=)L-EV as above. We first have to check that the family (d,.)YECIn r, 
where d, = a, V )’ b,, obeys properties ( * ), ( l ) and ( # ). This will be left to the reader. If 
now W3 V and (c,),,,~~ is a basic covering, let (e,),.,cnw be the obvious basic 
covering, i.e. e,.=a,, VLlcr. Our goal is to show U n V< U n W, in other words, that, 
given ~EIJ n V, we always have d,,<d,VPe,&e,. In what follows, a=aY, d =d,, 
V = V ?, etc. 
d V e=(a V b) V (a V c) =(a V b) V (b V c) =d V (b V c), 
d V e=(u V b) V (a V c) =(a V c) V (b V c) =e V (b V c), 
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and since h < h V c +c because V6 W the first equation, along with (0) applied to 
d 7 b <b V c yields d < d V e and the second equation (with e 3 c < b V c and (0)) 
yields d V e + e and this shows that intersection respects the < order. It is now trivial 
to show that intersection respects d-sups, in other words, that a pretoponomy which 
is a superbase is a toponomy. 
To show that the G-frame 2 is fibrous, it suffices to show that opens of the form a 7, 
UEX~~, are prime, since every element of $ is obviously the d-sup of such opens. 
Assume a r 6 Vim, Ui. Then there is i such that UE Ui. Let p, 0 be the open structures of 
Vie, Ui, Ui, respectively. For every x~aT we have P~~(x)=P(x)=(T(x), the last 
equation because Ui < U. This shows u r d Ui. 
For the converse, let 9 be a fibrous G-frame. We already know that (&(9’), F ) is 
an L-domain, whose isolated elements are exactly those of the form hA, A prime, and 
that we can identify elements of 9 with subsets of 99(Y). Then the operation 
. becomes intersection. Thus, we can say A = hA t. The relation < on isolated points is 
obviously a suborder of &, and we just have to show (0). Let kA z kB < kc, i.e. 
AcB3 C in 9. We know that there is a set I and a pairwise n-disjoint family (Di)iEl 
ofprimes such that AnC= A.C=VisrDi and, thus, {kA, kB}+={kDII iel}. But since 
An C 6 A, we have Di ~ A by transitivity; in other words kD1 > kA for every igl. 
We are left to show that these two back-and-forth constructions define an equiva- 
lence. Let 9 be a G-frame, (Yt(Y), &, 6) the associated comparison structure, 9 the 
toponomy defined by that structure and (6 the toponomy defined by the comparison 
E: 2’+9(Y~t(lP)) as in Theorem 2.8. E is injective since Y has enough points. Let 
5?,,c 6” be the subposet of all prime element, with the restriction order. We know 
(%, <) is the direct image E(P, <) while it is easy to see that (9, <) is obtained by 
taking the completion of the image base E(_Yp, G). Since every element of _Y is 
a d-sup of elements of 9, and E preserves <, the restriction E : S?p-+~ actually 
extends to a surjection 9-9, which forces 9 =%‘, and the orders are the same. For 
the other side of the equivalence, if (X, F, <) is a comparison structure and g its 
associated toponomy, we already know by Proposition 4.2 that (X, c ) is isomorphic 
to the set Br(J9) with the specialization order. The definition of < on Yr(B) will 
obviously guarantee isomorphism with the original < on X. 3 
There is now a very natural question that arises. Let CStr denote the category 
whose objects are comparison structures and morphisms continuous functions for the 
toponomies obtained. CStr has two disjoint Cartesian-closed subcategories, namely, 
L-domains with continuous functions, and L-domains with stable functions [13] 
(inside the latter one lie the more familiar categories of distributive locally finite 
L-domains with stable functions and of DI-domains with stable functions.) The 
question is: Is there a Cartesian-closed category that contains both? In particular, 
could CStr itself be Cartesian-closed? More generally, are there other Cartesian-closed 
subcategories of CStr? These are questions we would have liked to have tackled in this 
paper, but they turned out to be more difficult than we had expected. These questions 
have been answered by the author in the case of distributive Scott domains [lo]. 
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5. Appendix 
We will briefly discuss the “intensional” variety of generalized space. In order to get 
started, we generalize Definition 2.2. 
Definition 5.1. A Base on a set X is a triple (2, <,p), where (98, <) is a poset and 
p: (9, <)-+(9X, c) a monotone function, subject to the condition that for every XEX 
the subposet 93X= {BE.~ 1 x~p(B)) IS a disjoint union of filtered posets. 
This allows us to define 3x as before (the set of connected components of gx). 
Definition 5.2. Given a base (8, 6, p) on X and U c X an open structure on U is 
a function p which with every XEU associates P(x)E~_~ in such a way that 
for every XEU there is B~p(x) with p(B)c U such that for every yip we 
have B~p(y). 
The set of opens 2 is given an order structure just as expected: (U, p) <( V, a) iff U c V 
and CJ coincides with p on U. We have the forgetful x:(2, <)-+(9X, c) and once 
again there is a map (.S?, <)-(2, <) (given by the “constant” open structures) which is 
a morphism p--+x in the comma category Poset/(.9X, c). It is not necessarily injective: 
for example, there is a unique structure of open over the empty set, while 9? might have 
more than one element over it. We have constructed an endofunctor (r) on Poset/9X 
and a natural transformation <:Id+(I). We claim (and the reader can verify this 
claim by modifying the proof of Proposition 2.6) that 
(i) this process is idempotent, that is, given a base 8 the map tg: &$ is always 
an isomorphism of posets. In other words, we have constructed an idempotent 
monad; 
(ii) the fixpoints, or algebras, of the process (the bases $9 such that &: S&2 is an 
iso) are exactly the (98, <,p) such that 
(a) &’ is consistently (co)complete, has a bottom and p preserves all the sups 
that exist; 
(b) p creates pullbacks: Given A <B> A’ in 3, there exists a unique C with 
p(C)=p(A)np(A’), A3Cd A’. Because of (a) C is necessarily the inf of a,~‘. 
Note that a consequence of this axiom is that, given A<B> A’ such that 
p(A)=p(A’), then A = A’. In particular, p reflects isos: Given A < B such that 
p(A)=p(B), then A=B; 
(4 a family (Ai)ieI has a sup iff for every i,jEI there exists Aij with Ai> Aij< Aj 
and p(A,j)=p(Ai)np(Aj). 
This allows us to define an intensional pretoponomical space (thus, the qualifier 
“intensional” has a weakening effect) to be a quadruple (X, cx, d, p), where (Ex, 6, p) 
is a base that satisfies the above axioms. Given another one (Y, p”y, <, p’), a continuous 
morphism is a pair (f;.f’*), where .f: X+ Y, ,f’* : t?r+P-x are functions (f* monotone) 
such that p x,f* =f ’ c p’. 
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Let (X, CCx, <, p) be an intensional space as above. In order to tackle the question of 
Stone duality, we look at the image p(Cx)cBX. Let d c.PX be the topology 
generated by p(Cr,). The essential properties of p: L’,,+B are given as follows. 
Definition 5.3. An intensional pre-locale is a diagram p : O+b, where 
(i) (8, <) is a consistently (co)complete poset with bottom, 
(ii) (8, C) is a locale; we denote binary inf by n, 
(iii) axioms (a),(b), (c) above are satisfied, 
(iv) 8 as a locale is generated by the image p(8). 
The elements of C are called opens or properties. The elements of 8 are called 
extensions. Given another intensional prelocale p' : C’-+&‘, a morphism p-fp’ is a pair 
of functions (f-‘,f*), where f-’ : b’-+ & is a morphism of frames and f*: U-+0 
a monotone function, with pof* =f-’ 0 p’ (f* can be easily shown to preserve all 
pullbacks and existing sups). We will leave it to the reader to develop Stone duality, 
that is, an adjunction between the category of intensional pre-spaces and that of 
intensional pre-locales. Note that in this approach we have lost the nice “decoupling” 
between sups and finite infs we have in the theory of G-locales. It is left to develop 
a theory of “intensional locales”, that is, to add a binary multiplication and a unit on 
the set C, which are projected by p to binary intersection and top. We do not do this 
here because we are not sure if the obvious approach is the right one. 
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